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< p > speaking of NBA auction, everyone's first reaction is often common shirts, shoes, star signature photos, items; and even
precious championship rings, occasionally appear in the auction will be up for grabs. However, at some point, in the League will
appear some unexpected auction, and behind each auction are hidden a meaningful story. Below we come to check the NBA in the
offbeat auction. 1, Chamberlain the night of the game basketball NBA creation has been used in countless basketball, but with
special commemorative significance is extremely rare. And as a witness in the history of the League Kuang century book,
Chamberlain in March 1962, creating single field 100 signs of basketball is precious. But for so many years, why didn't you hear any
news about this basketball? The reason is that the basketball was stolen after the game was over. This named Kelly Lyman of the
parties said when he took advantage of the security do not pay attention to basketball steal, but after he has been saddled with huge
psychological burden. Until 2000, vowed to get rid of the troubled Lehmann decided to open auction of this basketball, and ultimately
in New York Leland auction house, this basketball to $25000 price for sale. 2, a small TV set for the use of the game record table
2002 in March 17,, in magic and Denver a regular season, the Nuggets guard Tim Hardaway unbearable because magic player
Armstrong's tight defense, complained to the magistrate has to eat two technical fouls were ejected, which completely lit the hada
prestige in the heart of anger. After access to players, difficult Na grievances Hardaway, who suddenly rushed back to the stadium,
grabbed a small TV and record mercilessly fell to the ground, the scene immediately triggered the audience sensation. Interestingly,
Armstrong came forward to put the TV back in place, plug in the power and found that it can still work. And after the game, turn
hostility to beat their swords into plowshares Hardaway and Armstrong together in small television autographs and it into a website
auction. Although it is not known whether the final acquisition, but this story has become a fan of the topic. 3, Rivers's shirt 2008 in the
finals, the Celtics and Lakers staged a wonderful "layered showdown", and in the six games of the finals, the Celtics early established
the leading edge of the big score, total champion LAN into the bosom. Before the whistle, seeing shoo in, Celtic Lord pierce the
excited, catch up next to a bucket of Gatorade drinks poured to the bishop coach Doc Rivers, this scene was also media capture,
has become the focus of the night to win. And after the event, Rivers and Pearce each signed a name on the shirt, and put on the
online auction. The price of $750 shirt prices soared all the way, eventually to a price of $35000 bought, and Gatorade company and
a caring people their donation of $1 million, the shirt of the auction proceeds of $55000 donated to a >
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